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Changing Faces &
Circumstances at NYSED







New Commissioners:
•David Steiner & John King
New Chancellor: Meryl Tisch
State Aid Diminishing
Depleted Curriculum &
Assessment staff at NYSED
2% Tax Cap ?
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NYSED Lays the Groundwork for
RT3 Competition
 Commissioner adopts RT3 Goals
• Adopting internationally-benchmarked standards and
assessments that prepare students for success in
college and the workplace
• Building instructional data systems that measure
student success and inform teachers and principals
how they can improve their practice
• Recruiting, developing, retaining and rewarding
effective teachers and principals
• Turning around the lowest-achieving schools.
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Final Regulations:
Ready or Not

•April 7,2011:Task Force Report
•April 15, 2011: Draft Regulations sent to
field for comment
•June 2011 Board of Regents issued
regulations

•Guidance Document June 15, 2011

•July 1, 2011 Regulations become effective
•September 1, 2011 APPR plans adopted
•September 10, 2011 plans posted on website
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Percent of New York State 7th-graders
proficient and above in ELA, and SES

Source: Kim Marshall
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Chapter 103 C
 Annual Evaluation for all
 Established Clear Rigorous expectations
for instructional excellence
 Prioritizes Student Growth
 Introduces Teacher ratings
 Encourages constructive feedback
 Staff development required
 Major factor in employment decisions
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Chapter 103: Legislation at a Glance
 Students Achievement linked to Evaluation

• Ratings (Highly Effective, Effective, Developing, Ineffective)
• Composite Effectiveness Score (1-100)

Teacher Effectiveness Score based on Standards (60%)
Student growth as measured through NYSED assessment
(20% to 25% )
Locally Defined Measures of Achievement (20% to 15%)







Teacher/Principal Improvement Plans
Teacher and Principal Professional Development
Evaluator Training
Appeals Process
Expedited Hearings
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Changed Paradigm for Evaluations:
 Evaluation Procedures have always
been a mandatory subject of
bargaining.
 Evaluations were never linked
directly to student achievement
 The procedures for certain
components of evaluations now have
to be negotiated
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Our greatest contribution
is to be sure there is
a teacher
in every classroom who cares that
every student
every day
learns and grows and feels like
a real human being.
Donald Clifton
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Teacher & Principal Evaluations
•

•

Affects annual evaluations of teachers and principals in two
Phases
Phase I
• Evaluations conducted on or after July 1, 2011, for
teachers of
Common branch subjects
English language arts Grades 4 – 8
Math Grades 4 – 8
Principals employing such teachers.
Phase II:
• For ALL classroom teachers and principals, conducted on
or after July 1, 2012.
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Things to Think about
Before Writing your APPR Plan


What do you expect of and for your graduates?



What is meaningful learning in your district?



How do you define “School the Way It Oughta Be?”



What anchor experiences do you seek for your students?



What are your expectations for the Common Core
Curriculum?



What is meaningful and authentic assessment in your district?



How high are your expectations for student achievement
relative to state, national, and international standards?

Timeline for APPR Plans
 Plan created by District Committee comprised of
Teachers and Administrators (100.2)
 Plans must be in place September 1, 2011
• Approved by the Board of Education
• Available to the public on the district’s website by
September 10, 2011
Agreement with procedures for 60%
Agreement with 20% locally measured
Define Comparability and Rigor for local 20%
Evaluator training to include calibration of
scoring
 Identify process for certifying Evaluators
Appeals Process
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Teaching Standards
Performance reviews must result in a single composite effectiveness
score that incorporates multiple measures of effectiveness. (Educ. Law
§3012-c(2)(a)).

Rubrics must be selected
60% of score must be locally developed and negotiated
• consistent with standards in commissioner’s regulations
Knowledge of Students and Student Learning
Knowledge of Content and Instructional Planning
Instructional Practice
Learning Environment
Assessment of Student Learning
Professional Responsibilities and Collaboration
Professional Growth
Staff Development
Scoring Methodology
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Teacher Effectiveness Score
60% of score must be locally developed and negotiated
consistent with standards in commissioner’s regulations

• Based on Teaching Standards
Classroom Observation by trained Evaluators (min 40%)
Peer reviewers
Video-taped lessons
Evidence Binders
Review of student work
Self Reflection (maximum 5%)
Individual Professional Growth Plan
May include surveys done by parents, and students
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Source: NYSED

Source: NYSED
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Source: NYSED
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2011-12 Score Ranges
Level

Measures of
student
growth

Local
Measures of
student
achievement

Ineffective

0-2

0-2?

0-64

Developing

3-11

3-11?

65-74

Effective

12-17

12-17?

Highly Effective 18-20

18-20?

Other 60
points

Ranges
determined
locally

Overall
Composite
Score

75-90
91-100
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Impact of NYSUT v. Board of Regents
August 24, 2011


Affects both Teacher and Principal Evaluation



Districts will not have to comply with the affected provisions of
the regulations while appeal is pending



Evaluations must be based on multiple measures therefore the
results of the 3-8 scores cannot be used in the same manner for
the local 20%



Scoring band for local 20% must be negotiated



60% Teacher/ Principal Effectiveness scores must be
negotiated with no pre-established minimum requirements
(40 % ) for observation



Untenured teachers may be able to appeal their evaluations



The Selection of rubric and local assessment is still
management; however the process has to be negotiated.



Follow the guidance of your district attorney

Subcomponent Scores
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Concerns around
Data Error & Stability
Assessing Teacher Effectiveness, Charlotte Danielson



Statistical error: even three years of data are not
sufficient to establish patterns

(when using one year’s worth of data, a 35% statistical error rate;
the rate falls to only 25% when three years of data are used)


Year-to-year test score instability

(one-third of teachers in the bottom 20% one year were in the top
40% the next year)




VAM assume equal rates of learning, regardless of
student backgrounds. (Research does not confirm)
Day-to-day instability

50-80% of students’ scores attributable to factors such as did the
child eat breakfast, have an argument at home, etc?

Districts Considerations for
Selecting Local Assessment (20%)







Funding and capacity of staff
Whether to purchase or create
How does assessment align with district’s
goals and mission
Timeline for implementation,
administration and scoring
Does assessment meet the Rigor and
Comparability test for the district?
How will points be assigned?
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Costly 20% Local Growth Measure




3rd party assessment approved by SED are
commercial products. (Cost $12- $25 per student)
District-wide goal setting process for use in a
teacher created assessment agreed to by the
evaluator and teacher

District or BOCES Developed
School wide, group or team metric



Student achievement on State Assessment (40%)

(NYSUT lawsuit could affect whether this counts for 40%)
Superintendent must certify the rigor of the measure for all
district created instruments in the APPR Plan
Assurance that Teachers and Principals do not have a
vested interest in the outcome of the assessment they are
scoring
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Questions and Concerns about
Rating
 Are ratings FOILABLE?
• They are in some states

 Will scoring bands change from year
to year? If so who determines the
scoring bands (cut scores)?
 How do we ensure consistency
across districts for determining each
of the levels?
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ISLLC Standards- A school administrator is an
educational leader who promotes the success of
all students by :
Standard 1: facilitating the development, articulation, implementation,
and stewardship of a vision of learning that is shared and
supported by the school community.
•Standard 2: advocating, nurturing, and sustaining a school culture
and instructional program conducive to student learning and staff
professional growth
•Standard 3: ensuring management of the organization, operations,
and resources for a safe, efficient, and effective learning
environment.
•Standard 4: collaborating with families and community members,
responding to diverse community interests and needs, and
mobilizing community resources.
•Standard 5: acting with integrity, fairness, and in an ethical manner.
•Standard 6: understanding, responding to, and influencing the larger
political, social, economic, legal, and cultural context.
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Principal Effectiveness Score
60%
60% of score must be locally developed and negotiated consistent with
standards in commissioner’s regulations
Based on ISLLC Standards
 Reeves, Vanderbilt, Learner Centered Initiative (Marshall???) .
Requires Site License
 40 points based on leadership and management actions
 For 2011-12 30% of student body must be in tested grades
Evidence Binders includes school documents
Goal Setting aligned with District’s and Board Goals
May include surveys done by parents, staff and students
Work Products (Newsletters, Communication with Community)
Discussions in task force around
 differentiated evaluations for novice principals versus
experienced principals.
 accountability for issues that are in their direct control
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Approved Rubrics

Principal

Teacher

(Aligned to ISLLC)

(Aligned to Teaching Standards)








Danielson Framework for
Teaching ASCD & 2011)
Marzano’s Causal Teacher
Evaluation Model
NYSTCE Framework for
the Observation of Effective
Teaching
NYSUT Teacher Practice
Rubric










The Reeves Leadership
Performance Matrix
Vanderbilt Assessment of
Leadership in Education
(Val-Ed)
Multidimensional Principal
Performance Rubric
CCSSO???
Marshall???
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Principal Student Achievement
Measures (Local 20%)
Elementary/Middle
 Performance of
Subgroups
 Selected Metrics
from local tests e.g
writing sample,
reading levels
 % Proficiency from
former level 1 and 2
on SED Assessments








High School
Graduation Rates
Regents, IB/AP
Exams
Drop out rates
Credit Accumulation
Growth Goals for
subgroups
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Record Keeping
 Identify Lead Evaluators
 Teacher of Record
 Create Timeline and Flow Charts for
Evaluation Process
 Create forms to be used for Evaluations,
Observations, Walk Throughs
• Agree on frequency of feedback
• Agree on Scoring Methodology for 60% /20%
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Teacher of Record
 Teacher(s) who are primarily and
directly responsible for student’s learning
 Teacher-student Linkage
• Multiple teachers e.g reading , AIS, Resource

 Data Collection challenges
• Teacher dosage
• Attendance –Teacher and Student
• Start and end dates
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Concerns about Record keeping


Schools are complex organizations; many
teachers contribute to the learning of
students

when a 4th grade student sees a reading teacher, who can make
a credible claim as to who’s responsible for the student’s
progress? The history teacher might contribute as much to
students’ language arts skills as the English teacher.

Assessing Teacher Effectiveness, Charlotte Danielson

Questions & Concerns
In The Non-tested Areas


Who owns the results for teachers with multiple
responsibilities, in inclusion settings, ELL, etc. ?



When a teacher is on leave who owns the result?



How do districts divide the responsibility for assigning
assessment results to service providers outside the
classroom. How will the criteria apply to these teachers?



Are children who receive services such as speech, special
education, AIS, ELL, etc. - whether as part of a push in
or pull out program - but are in the regular education
setting for most of the school day, included in the regular
education teacher’s rating for student achievement? If so
would they also be included in the rating of a teacher who
provides such services?
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Teacher and Principal
Improvement Plans (TIP) & (PIP)
If teacher or principal is rated “developing” or
“ineffective”
 District must formulate and implement a
TIP or PIP no later than 10 days after the
date on which teachers must report prior to
the opening of classes for the school year.
Must be consistent with commissioner’s
regulations
 Developed locally through negotiations.
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Improvement Plans Must Include

Needed areas of improvement,
Timeline for achieving improvement,
Manner in which improvement will be

assessed, and
Differentiated activities to support
improvement in those areas (Educ. Law
§3012-c(4)).
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Evaluator Training
 Staff conducting teacher and principal
evaluations
must receive appropriate training in new law’s
requirements,
in accordance with commissioner’s regulations,
before conducting any evaluation under the new law
(Educ. Law §3012-c(2)(d)).

Network teams :10 days for teacher evaluation
and 7 for Principal Evaluation
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Training for Evaluators


All evaluators must be trained and certified



Lead evaluator must receive appropriate training in
accordance with Commissioner’s Regulations.

 “Evaluator” any individual that conducts evaluations
 “Lead evaluator” is the primary individual responsible for
conducting and completing an evaluation of a classroom
teacher or building principal ( Teacher- Principal and
Principal- Superintendent)





Must receive appropriate training before completing any
evaluation under the new law
Regulations place responsibility on “governing body” to
ensure lead evaluator has been certified

9 Elements for Evaluator Training
(1) the New York State Teaching Standards (ISLLC) and related elements
(2) Evidence-based observation techniques that are grounded in research
(3) Application and use of the student growth percentile model and value-added growth
model as defined in § 30-2.2 of the State regulations;
(4) Application and use of a State-approved teacher/principal rubric, including training
on the effective application of such rubrics to observe a Teacher’s/ principal’s practice;
(5) Application and use of any assessment tools that the district uses to evaluate classroom
Teachers/ Principals
(6)Application and use of any locally selected measures of student achievement used by the
school district or BOCES to evaluate it’s teachers or principals;
(7) Use of the Statewide Instructional Reporting System [which will presumably be
supported by the local Regional Information Centers or RICs, via the BOCES].
(8) The scoring methodology utilized to evaluate a Teacher/ Principal , including how
scores are generated for each subcomponent and the composite effectiveness score and
application and use of the scoring ranges for the four designated rating categories and
their subcomponent ratings
(9) Specific considerations in evaluating Teachers/ Principals of English language
learners and students with disabilities.
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Principal Evaluation






Principal Evaluation criteria has not been
utilized in an consistent way across
districts. Is this another negotiable?
For BOCES host districts – Will the local
principal be held accountable for each
student’s achievement while having no
authority to evaluate or formally influence
those teachers?
As assessments change and the possibility
of “ineffective” teachers increase, how will
the principals’ assessment align?
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Evaluation Appeals Procedure
Developing and Ineffective Ratings Only??

Teacher / principal can challenge:
 Substance of evaluation





Adherence to standards and methodologies for such reviews
Adherence to Commissioner’s Regulations
Compliance with applicable locally negotiated procedures
Issuance and/or implementation of terms of a TIP or PIP

 Ends with the Superintendent
An appealed evaluation may not be used as evidence in a §3020-a
hearing until appeal process is concluded
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Concerns for Rating appeals





Can a teacher appeal their rating because the
evaluator is “developing”?
If a student is level 2 and the district is unable to
provide AIS services because of budgetary issues,
does the teacher have a case for appeal if the
student growth data leads to an “ineffective rating?
Teachers who were tenured in a previous district
may become tenured after two years. Will they be
allowed to appeal an effective rating after the
second year and retain their position during the
appeal?
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Questions & Concerns: Measures of
growth (20%) tied to state assessments


For teachers in non-tested areas where there are no state
assessment, how will this be determined? Are there new
assessments yet to be unveiled?



For non-classroom teachers who deliver services e.g.
Reading, resource room, speech what will be the
standard assessment measure?



For teachers on secondary subjects such as Regents
Chemistry, how does one chose two points in time to
measure growth
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Questions and Concerns:


For districts with a transient population,
students may be in different districts for the
two points in time agreed for measuring
student growth.

Who owns the data for growth?

•

Results on state assessments be available
June 15, 2012 to be included in the
evaluation of teachers/principal.

Typically evaluations are completed prior to June of
each year, earlier for non-tenured teachers.
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Concerns for Principal
Rating Appeals




Principals are often evaluated by the
superintendent of schools. If the
appeal ends with the superintendent,
who does the principal appeal to?
There are 15 new superintendents
on Long Island for the 2011-12
school year. They will all be novice
evaluators next year.
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Questions and Concerns on
Evaluations
 How will districts pay for the required training?
• Another unfunded mandate and source of appeals.
 Principals are not the only evaluators of teachers, yet
there is no mention of the roles and responsibilities of
other evaluators
 The Law does not recognize that there are often
evaluators in the teachers unit.
• Will there be a requirement for evaluators to be in an
administrators’ unit?
 Who determines what the evaluator training must be?
 Will this new system give rise to further inequities
because of differing abilities of districts to support
evaluation training.
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Questions for College/Universities
 Where are the Universities in the
conversation around Evaluator training?
 Success of Teachers/ Principals will be
linked to Teacher/ Principal
Preparation?
 Partnership with districts to have
candidates prepared to meet the demands
of new assessments? Core Curriculum?
State Standards?
 What will Teacher Certification look like
in this new paradigm?
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The PR of Teacher and Principal
Effectiveness Scores


Score Ranges 91-100? 75-90? 65-74?

State Growth Score: NYS assigns score of 1-20 (25 after
VA) based on state test results in a normal distribution of
educators across the state (taking into consideration
confidence intervals)

Scores available
are made

by June 15 annually, after tenure decisions

How will you prepare your public for scoring band
assignments?

Expectations for all teachers to be Effective?
Effective?

Highly

Teachers identified as Developing and Ineffective are still
going to be assigned children to teach in the next year.

Quote from an EWSD 7th Grader

Everybody is a genius. But if
you judge a fish by its ability to
climb a tree, it will live its whole
life believing that it is stupid."
•Einstein
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